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Abstract—This paper presents a methodology for efficiently
solving the file transfer scheduling problem in a distributed envi-
ronment. Our solution is based on the relaxation of an objective-
based time-indexed formulation of a linear programming prob-
lem. The main contributions of this paper are the following.
First, we introduce a novel approach to the relaxation of the
time-indexed formulation of the transfer scheduling problem in
multi-server and multi-user environments. Our solution consists
of reducing the complexity of the optimization by transforming it
into an approximation problem, whose proximity to the optimal
solution can be controlled depending on practical and compu-
tational needs. Second, we present a distributed deployment of
our methodology, which leverages the inherent parallelism of the
divide-and-conquer approach in order to speed-up the solving
process. Third, we demonstrate that our methodology is able
to considerably reduce the schedule length and idle time in a
computationally tractable way.

I. INTRODUCTION

The last years have shown a continuous increase in the

volumes of data to be stored and retrieved on-line. As this

evolution is predicted to continue, large-scale data distribution

systems face considerable challenges in assuring quality of

service, while keeping the infrastructure costs at profitable

levels. Consequently, achieving a high resource utilization

has become of utmost importance for every large scale data

provider.

In this paper we address the problem of finding an efficient

data transfer schedule for multi-server and multi-user scenario.

In particular, we address the problem of transferring a set of

files to a set of users, given a certain number of servers, under

several constraints such as maximum available bandwidth. We

study how to come up with a schedule that delivers all files to

all users, while reducing the schedule length and maximizing

the server utilization. Giving the complexity of the scheduling

problem, we assume an a-priori knowledge of the file requests,

for instance like in publish-subscribe systems. This knowledge

may come from an existing subscription database, a forecast

of the expected requests, or a combination of both.

There are three main objectives that we target: a) to min-

imize the schedule length, b) to maximize the file server

utilization, and c) to find the schedule in a computationally

tractable way. Fulfilling all these objectives is a challenging

task, as only calculating the optimal schedule in a multi-server

multi-user environment can be shown to be NP-complete. In

order to address this issue, we seek to find a practical balance

among these objectives. Our solution is based on the relaxation

of an objective-based time-indexed formulation of a linear

programming problem.

The main contributions of this paper are the following.

First, we introduce a novel approach to the relaxation of the

time-indexed formulation of the transfer scheduling problem

in multi-server and multi-user environments. Our solution

consists of reducing the complexity of the optimization by

transforming it into an approximation problem, whose prox-

imity to the optimal solution can be controlled depending

on practical and computational needs. Second, we present a

distributed deployment of our methodology, which leverages

the inherent parallelism of the divide-and-conquer approach in

order to speed-up the solving process. Third, we demonstrate

that our methodology is able to considerably reduce the

schedule length and idle time in a computationally tractable

way. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section II describes the baseline model. Section III presents

the reformulation of the previous problem as a feasibility

model, and describes how to use a distributed architecture to

solve the scheduling problem. Section IV shows the evaluation

of the system. Section V presents the related work. Finally,

section VI describes future work and conclusions.

II. TRANSFER SCHEDULING PROBLEM

The transfer scheduling problem can be stated as an opti-

mization problem as follows. Given a set of servers S, a set of

files F distributed over S, a set of requests R (as a union of

tuples < dst, f > representing requests from user dst to file

f ), what is a schedule of optimal length? Figure 1 shows an

overview of the transfer scheduling setup. Several versions of

this problems may be formulated by adding constraints such

as the server available bandwidth, number of requests served

at a time, etc.

Different base problems can be used to model the file

transfer scheduling problem: graph-coloring, job shop prob-

lem, maximum flow network, etc. In this paper we choose to

formulate our base model as an extension of the open job shop

problem [1]. This problem consists of n independent jobs to be

processed by m parallel machines. Each job i is composed of

a set of operations. The operation Oij over job i is processed

by machine j for pij time units. All operations of a job have

to be processed on all machines. Only one operation can be



Fig. 1. High level representation of the application scenario. A set of servers
(right) needs to distribute a set of files to users (left). Files may be stored in
any number of servers.

executed per machine per unit of time and the operations do

not have any order constraint.

The remainder of this section describes the formulation of

our baseline model based on the open job shop scheduling

problem and discusses the complexity of this approach. Ta-

ble I summarizes the variables and parameters used in the

formulation of the baseline model.

A. Baseline model

For our baseline model we adapt the open job shop schedul-

ing problem by considering an operation as a file transfer

< dst, f >, and a job as the total set of transfers for

a given file (i.e. < dst1, f >,< dst2, f >, ..., < dstk, f > ).

Our approach departs from the original open job problem

definition in three respects. First, a job does not have to be

processed by all the machines, i.e. a file is not to be transferred

by all servers. Second, we add a constraint on the transfer time

of each file based on the available bandwidth of each machine.

Third, our formulation allows for scheduling a user request to

an idle server that is not storing a file. In this case the server

incurs a miss and a request is scheduled for fetching the file

from a server storing it.

For simplifying the model representation, we define M =
S∪D as the set of all machines in the system. The parameter

ttimesrc,dst,f represents the time required to transfer a file f
from the machine src to dst, when taking into account the

available bandwidth of each machine. The binary parameter

storedsrc,f is 1 if and only if the file f is stored in server src.
Time constraints are introduced with the parameter maxtt,
which is the maximum value of ttime. Tmax represents the

maximum time allowed to perform all transfers.

Finally, we introduce the set of variables that represent

the solution to the scheduling problem. The transfer progress

is modeled as a time-indexed formulation, a very popular

representation for scheduling problems [2], [3]. The binary

variable transfersrc,dst,f,t takes the value 1, when a transfer

of file f from src to dst is active at time t. The integer variable

finishdst,f represents the time when file f is available at

machine dst.

TABLE I
BASELINE MODEL VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS

Name Descriptions

S Set of servers
D Set of requesting destinations
F Set of files
R Set of request tuples < dst, f >
M Set of all machines M = S ∪D
T Time slots from t = 0...Tmax
maxtt Maximum transfer time for a single file.
Tmax Maximum time to perform all transfers.
ttimesrc,dst,f Transfer time of file f from src to dst.
storedsrc,f Boolean representing if file f is

stored in server src.
transfersrc,dst,f,t Boolean representing if a transfer of file f is

in progress at time t from src to dst.
finishdst,f Time when file f is available at dst.

Equations (II.1) to (II.10) show the formalization of the

baseline model. The objective of this optimization problem

(II.1) is to minimize the schedule length (makespan), i.e. the

total time required to perform all transfers. Equation (II.2)

ensures that all requested files eventually become available to

the requesting machines at time finishdst,f . Files requested

to a server that stores them are available locally according

to Equation (II.3). Equation (II.4) prevents transfers among

users. These transfers would result in allowing peer-to-peer

functionality, but would also further increase the solver com-

plexity. In (II.5) we assure that destination machines receive

the requested files. Equation (II.6) expresses the fact that for

any destination there is only one active transfer at a given

time. Equation (II.7) assures the download process to take

into account transfer times and file availability at the source.

Equation (II.8) enforces that a file is transferred only when it

is available at the source server. Equations (II.9) and (II.10)

limit the number of transfers a machine is involved at a given

time.

B. Baseline model discussion

The utilization of the aforementioned model provides opti-

mal solutions for the file transfer scheduling problem. How-

ever, the model is difficult to use in practice in its original

form. In particular, the open job shop problem is a known

NP-complete problem [4]. If we assume a scenario, in which

transfers among servers are not allowed, each server only

provides one file and all users request all files, we can

rewrite the transfer file scheduling problem like an open job

shop problem. Therefore, we can claim that our baseline

model is NP-complete. Additionally, the presented formulation

requires O(|M |2|F ||T |) constraints and variables. Although,

M appears squared, the value of T is likely to be orders of

magnitude larger. In practice, this means that the complexity

of the scheduling model is more sensitive to the value of T .

This huge space complexity adds an additional challenge to

any linear programming solver, which is supposed to load the

problem into main memory for the solving process.

In the remainder of this paper we propose an alternative

model, which addresses these issues in order to reduce the



Minimize:
∑

m∈M,f∈F

finishm,f

(II.1)

Subject to:

finishdst,f =
∑

0≤t≤Tmax
src∈M
src 6=dst

transfersrc,dst,f,t · t

∀f ∈ F, dst ∈ M (II.2)

storedsrc,f = 1 ⇒ finishsrc,f = 0 ∀s ∈ S, f ∈ F (II.3)
∑

dst∈M,t∈T

transfersrc,dst,f,t = 0 ∀f ∈ F, src ∈ D (II.4)

∑

src∈S,t∈T

transfersrc,r.dst,r.f,t = 1 ∀fr ∈ R (II.5)

∑

src∈M,t∈T

transfersrc,dst,f,t = 1 ∀dst ∈ M, f ∈ F (II.6)

(transfersrc,dst,f,t = 1) ⇒

⇒ (t ≥ (finishsrc,f + ttimef,src,dst + 1))

∀src, dst ∈ M, src 6= dst, f ∈ F, t ∈ T (II.7)

(transfersrc,dst,f,t = 1) ⇒

⇒ storedsrc,f + finishsrc,f ≥ 1

∀src, dst ∈ M, src 6= dst, f ∈ F, t ∈ T (II.8)

(transfersrc,dst,f,t = 1) ⇒

⇒
∑

m∈M,p∈F
0≤j≤ttimef,src,dst

transferm,dst,p,t−j ≤ 1

∀src, dst ∈ M, src 6= dst, f ∈ F,maxtt ≤ t ≤ Tmax
(II.9)

(transfersrc,dst,f,t = 1) ⇒

⇒
∑

m∈M,p∈F
0≤j≤ttimef,src,dst

transfersrc,m,p,t−j ≤ 1

∀src, dst ∈ M, src 6= dst, f ∈ F,maxtt ≤ t ≤ Tmax
(II.10)

Fig. 2. Baseline model for scheduling transfers.

complexity and allow for solving the problem in a computa-

tionally tractable way.

III. ALTERNATIVE MODELING OF THE TRANSFER

SCHEDULING PROBLEM

As presented in the previous section, using the baseline

model to solve the transfer scheduling problem is computa-

tionally intractable. In this section we address this issue by

transforming the baseline model in four main steps. First, we

reformulate the baseline model as a relaxed feasibility problem

in Subsection III-A. Second, in Subsection III-B we propose a

heuristic that acts as an approximation algorithm, which allows

to relax the optimization problem based on a customizable

TABLE II
FEASIBILITY MODEL VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS

Name Descriptions

Sf Set of servers involved in the distribution of f
Df Set of destinations requesting f
Mf Set of all machines Mf = Sf ∪Df

startsrc,dst Start time of transfer between src and dst
finishsrc,dst Finish time of a transfer between src and dst.
transfersrc,dst Boolean representing if a file has been transferred

from src to dst.
tstartdst Start time of a transfer to dst.
availabledst Finish time of a transfer to dst.
cacheddst Boolean representing if the file is cached at dst.
storedsrc Boolean representing if file is initially stored

in server src.
ordersrv Preferred transfer order.

tstartdst =
∑

src∈Mf ,src 6=dst

startsrc,dst ∀dst ∈ Mf (III.1)

availabledst =
∑

src∈Mf ,src 6=dst

finishsrc,dst ∀dst ∈ Mf (III.2)

cacheddst =
∑

src∈Sf ,src 6=dst

transfersrc,dst ∀dst ∈ Mf (III.3)

Fig. 3. Expressions used in the feasibility problem formulation.

factor. Third, we discuss how the solving process can be

distributed in Subsection III-C. Finally, we discuss the merging

of the final solution in Subsection III-D. Table II presents the

new set of parameters and variables for the alternative model.

A. Reformulation as a feasibility problem

The complexity of the baseline model makes it non-suitable

for real applications. To address this problem, we opt for

reformulating the model as a feasibility problem. A feasibility

problem consists of finding any feasible solution for a given

problem, without regard to the objective function. Using a

feasibility problem instead of an optimization problem reduces

the total computation time as the solver only needs to return

the first solution that satisfies the set of constraints.

The reformulation consists in three main parts. First, we

remove the objective function (Equation II.1). Second, we

remove the time dimension from the model variables. Third,

we generate one model per file instead of generating one global

model for all files. This approach has the advantage that it

allows to distribute the solving process, and, subsequently,

merge the partial solutions into the final global schedule.

Table II summarizes the variables used to represent the fea-

sibility model. In the feasibility model, the output for a single

file schedule is represented by the variables transfersrc,dst,
startsrc,dst and finishsrc,dst. All integer variables can take

values from 0 to Tmax. Expressions (III.1), (III.2), (III.3)

are intermediate representations used for simplification. They

represent the start and finish of a transfer, and the availability

of a file in a server, respectively.

Equations (III.4) to (III.12) describe the formulation of the

feasibility problem. The constraint (III.4) enforces that all des-



∑

src∈Sf

transfersrc,dst = 1 ∀dst ∈ Df (III.4)

storedsrv = 1 ⇒ finishsrv,srv = 1 ∀srv ∈ Sf (III.5)

(transfersrc,dst = 1) ⇒ (startsrc,dst ≥ availablesrc)

∀src ∈ Sf , dst ∈ Mf , src 6= dst (III.6)

tstartm1
≥ tstartm2

∀m1,m2 ∈ Mf , orderm1
> orderm2

(III.7)

tstartm1
≤ tstartm2

∀m1,m2 ∈ Mf , orderm1
< orderm2

(III.8)

(transfersrc,dst = 1) ⇒

⇒ (startsrc,dst = finishsrc,dst − ttimesrc,dst)

∀src ∈ Sf , dst ∈ Mf , src 6= dst (III.9)

(transfersrc,dst = 1) ⇒

⇒ (storedsrc + cachedsrc ≥ 1)

∀src ∈ Sf , dst ∈ Mf , src 6= dst (III.10)

(transfersrc,dst = 0) ⇒

⇒ (startsrc,dst + finishsrc,dst ≤ 0)

∀s ∈ Sf , dst ∈ Mf , src 6= dst (III.11)

(transfersrc,dst1 = 1 ∧ transfersrc,dest2 = 1) ⇒

⇒
(

(orderdst1 ≤ orderdst2) ⇒ (tstartdst2 ≥ availabledst1)
)

∀src ∈ Sf , dst1, dst2 ∈ Mf , src 6= dst1 6= dst2 (III.12)

Fig. 4. Constraints used in the feasibility formulation of the transfer
scheduling problem. A single file initially stored in a set of servers is requested
by destinations Df .

tinations receive the file they have requested. Constraint (III.5)

sets the finish variable to 1 in servers that have already stored

the file. Constraint (III.6) introduces precedence in the transfer

order, i.e., no transfer can start before the file is available in the

source server. The constraints (III.7) and (III.8) enforce that

two transfers for the same file are ordered. Constraint (III.9)

ensures that transfer times between machines are taken into

account. Constraint (III.10) enforces that files are transferred

only when they are available at the source. Constraint (III.11)

ensures that the start and finish variables are consistent with

the transfer variable. Constraint (III.12) ensures that whenever

two transfers share a common source, the order is maintained.

Using this formulation, the number of variables and con-

straints for each file is reduced to O(|S||M |2). This is a

significant improvement over the baseline model, as time T
is no longer a factor of the complexity. This permits to have

a transfer scheduling complexity, which is independent of the

schedule length.

B. Approximation heuristic

The quality of the solution produced by the feasibility

model affects the fragmentation of the schedule. Optimum

schedules have the advantage of reducing server idle times to

the minimum, but they require a significantly higher solving

Fig. 5. Distributed solving of the file transfer scheduling problem.

time. In order to help finding a trade-off between solutions

provided by feasibility model and optimal solutions, we pro-

pose an heuristic that permits to regulate how much margin

the intermediate schedules may show.

Our approach is based on relaxing the admissible value

for Tmax, representing the maximum makespan available for

finishing all transfers (see Table II). Determining the Tmax
value for each task depends on the number of servers and

destinations, and their interconnection characteristics. In the

worst case scenario, if we assume that all the interconnections

have the same bandwidth, a lower bound for this parameter

is ⌈|D|/|S|⌉ · maxtt. In our case, we define our heuristic to

compute the Tmax value for each task as:

Tmax = α ·

⌈

|Df |

|Sf |

⌉

·maxtt

where α is a weighting factor, |Df | is the cardinality of the

set of destination machines, and |Sf | is the cardinality of the

set of servers. This model represents an α-approximation of

the scheduling problem.

C. Distributed transfer scheduling

This section describes the different components of the

architecture that permits to distribute the solving process.

Next section shows how partial schedules can be merged into

the final schedule. Figure 5 presents a general overview of

the involved components. The user requests and the current

infrastructure information are the inputs for the task decom-

position module. The user requests simply represent a list of

which files are requested by which users. The infrastructure

information contains the current status of the system: a list

of active servers, the distribution of files over the servers and

the interconnection bandwidths. Using this information, the

task decomposition module divides the problem into a set

of subtasks. Each subtask receives as input the information

required to solve a single file transfer problem:

< Sf , Uf , stored [] , ttime [] [] , Tmax >

where Sf and Uf are the subset of servers and users

involved in the transfer, stored [] is the distribution of the file

over the servers (i.e. an array of booleans of size Sf indicating

which server is storing the file initially) , ttime [] [] represents



the time required to transfer the file between src and dst.
These input parameters are fed to a linear programming solver,

which generates and solves the model associated with f . To

reduce the complexity of the problem and speed up the solving

process, the task decomposition module can limit the number

of users per problem, such that large problems are also split

into smaller subsets (e.g. a problem with 100 users, can be

split into two subproblems of 50 users each).

The generated subtasks are independent among themselves,

making it possible to solve several subtasks in parallel. Task

assignment can be done based on different policies such as

round-robin, dynamic assignment, etc. The result produced by

each task is a partial schedule of transferring the file f to

destinations Df . A single file transfer is represented by the

tuple < src, dst, f, start, finish, dependency >, where the

dependency value indicates that src does not store any copy

of f , and this has to be retrieved prior transferring the file to

dst. To obtain the final schedule, the global schedule merge

module combines all partial solutions, as discussed in the next

subsection.

D. Merging partial schedules

The problem of merging the partial schedules is similar to a

constrained bin packing problem [5]. The bin packing problem

consists of optimally assigning a number of items with given

costs or weights into a set of bins with a maximum capacity. In

our case, we have a set of server timelines with idle periods,

where we try to assign the scheduled transfers. We model

this problem by defining bins as time intervals, where the

capacity is the idle time. Algorithm 1 is the pseudocode of

the merge function. Transfers from server to server (in case

a server is requested a file that does not store locally) are

scheduled before transfers from servers to users in order to

mitigate the dependency problem.

For each transfer, the algorithm calls the function

addT ransfer (Algorithm 2), which searches for an interval,

in which a transfer can fit. The algorithm iterates over the

list of available intervals until it finds fitting intervals for both

source and destinations.

Algorithm 1 Global schedule merge algorithm.

Input: serverTransfers, userTransfers

globalSchedule = ∅
//Schedule server-to-server transfers

for each t ∈ serverT ransfers do

addTransfer(t, globalSchedule)

end for

//Schedule servers-to-users transfers

for each t ∈ usersT ransfers do

addTransfer(t, globalSchedule)

end for

return globalSchedule

Figure 6 shows the merge of two partial schedules, in a

scenario in which 3 users request 2 files from 3 servers. Inter-

val tables are shown on the right of the computed schedule.

Algorithm 2 addTransfer algorithm

Input: gs: Current global schedule

// Transfer to add to the global schedule

Input: t: Transfer < src, dst, f, start, finish, dependency >
srcInterval = getNextAvailableInterval(t.src)
dstInterval = getNextAvailableInterval(t.dst)
assigned = False
while not assigned do

if fit(t, srcInterval) ∧ fit(t, dstInterval) then

assign(t, srcInterval, dstInterval, gs)
updateInterval(srcInterval, t)
updateInterval(dstInterval, t)
assigned = True

else

srcInterval = getNextAvailableInterval(t.src)
dstInterval = getNextAvailableInterval(t.dst)

end if

end while

Fig. 6. Merge of two file schedules to obtain a global schedule. Transfers are
represented by boxes which color represents different files. The length of the
boxes indicates the duration of the transfer. The source of the transfers appear
in the Y axis, and the destination is indicated in each box. The intervals are
updated during the merge as shown in the right tables.

Initially, all machines in the system have the interval [0,∞)
available. After three iterations, the partial schedule is shown.

Notice how the transfer of file 1 to user u1 has been shifted in

time, as there was a collision with the transfer of file 0 from

server s1. This causes the original interval of server s2 to be

split into [0, 2] and [3,∞). The final schedule is obtained after

all transfers have been assigned.

IV. EVALUATION

In this section we present the evaluation of the proposed

solution. First, we discuss the implementation of our solution



based on a linear programming solver and Hadoop. Second,

we study the quality of the solution provided by our feasibility

model using a single file schedule. Third, we compare the

results produced using our distributed approach with two

greedy transfer assignation policies, for scenarios requiring

between 28K and 228K transfers.

A. Implementation

The implementation of our solution is based on two main

components: a linear programming solver and a distributed

computing framework. While various technologies can be

employed, we have settled on IBM ILOG Suite [6] for linear

programming and Hadoop framework for distributed comput-

ing. Our model presented in Sections III-A and III-B has been

fully coded in CPLEX. The distributed computations described

in Sections III-C and III-D have been implemented as a

Map/Reduce program in the Hadoop framework. Hadoop [7]

is a map-reduce framework based on the Google MapReduce

model [8]. Hadoop jobs consist of two main task types: map

and reduce. A map task takes one key/value pair (k1, v1)
and applies a function producing a set of key/values (k2, v2)
(map function map(k1, v1) → {(k2, v2)}). Reduce tasks take

the output of the tasks and apply a given operation to pro-

duce a combined result (reduce function reduce(k2, {v2}) →
(k3, v3)). In our Hadoop solution map tasks solve single file

schedules using the IBM ILOG Suite, while reducer tasks

are mergers of partial schedules produced by map tasks, as

described in Section III-D. The result of the Map/Reduce

program is the global schedule.

B. Sensitivity analysis of scheduling solutions

In this section we evaluate the effect of α values on the

linear solver computation time and quality of the solution for

one file. In the next section we will evaluate the quality of the

merged solution for a large number of files.

We run experiments to empirically determine which is the

impact of varying the value of α in practice. We measure

the computation time and the total scheduled makespan for

different values of Tmax ranging between 1,000 time units

to the lowest value where a solution can be found. We

assume that a problem has no solution when the computation

time takes more than 15 minutes. The lowest Tmax value

that produces a solution in the feasibility model matches

the optimum schedule makespan for the baseline model (for

α = 1). For experimental purposes, we consider a scenario

with two servers and 45 users per problem. The experiments

have been executed on an Intel Xeon E4505 machine with

4GiB of RAM.

Figure 7 shows the computation time required by the solver

(top), and the schedule makespan obtained for each value of

Tmax (bottom). As Tmax decreases, the scheduled length

decreases with an increment of the computation time. Using

this heuristic to compute Tmax allows to find a feasible

schedule in a fraction of the time required to find the optimum.

In order to see this effect, we explore the possible outcome

when setting α to 1.2, 1.6, and 2. For α = 1.2 we get a
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Fig. 7. Effect of changing α in terms of computation time and schedule
makespan.

schedule makespan of 277 time units in 36.80 seconds. If we

relax α to 1.6 the makespan is 369 time units calculated in

6.37 seconds. Finally, α = 2 produces a makespan of 461 time

units in 6.25 seconds.

The solution in the second case with α = 1.6 is 1.33

times larger than the one with α = 1.2, but it requires 83%

less computation time. Depending on the application scenario,

different heuristics can be explored. In a scenario with a small

amount of files, small values of Tmax reduce server idle

times. Large values of Tmax increase server idle time, being

suitable for scenarios with large amounts of files. These idle

times are partially removed during the merging phase (section

III-D).

C. Evaluation of distributed transfer scheduling

In this section we evaluate the quality of the scheduled

produced by our distributed methodology and we compare two

frequently used approaches in server-based request distribution

[9]: RSS (Random Server Selection) and FAS (First Available

Server). In RSS the the schedules are produced by randomly

assigning requests to servers. In FAS the schedule is built by

assigning the first available server to the current request to be

served.

The evaluation setup is the following. A variable number of

files are stored randomly over 8 servers. Each file is requested

by 28 users (destinations) randomly selected from a set of 60.

We report results for different number of files from 1,000 to

7,500 (i.e. the total number of requests vary between 28K to

228K). The α value is set to 2 (i.e. the schedule makespan for

each file is at most twice the optimum value).

First, we report the schedule makespan produced by the

different approaches. Figure 8 shows the makespan for the

different transfer scheduling policies. In all cases the schedule

produced by our solution is considerable shorter than RSS

and FAS. For 7500 files FAS and RSS produce schedules

which are 34% and 96% larger than our solution, respectively.
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The standard deviation is less than 3% for all approaches.

Additionally, our approach scales well with the number of the

files.

Second, we evaluate the aggregate server miss rate caused

by our policy, RSS and FAS. This value is calculated by

dividing the number of requests that cause transfer between

servers over the total number of requests. This measure is a

good indicator of locality. Figure 9 shows the aggregate server

miss rate for our proposed solution, RSS and FAS. The miss

rates are 22% for RSS, 23% for FAS, and 15% for our solution.

Thus, our solution improves by 7% and 8% on the number of

transfers between servers, which results in a lower contention

inside the server infrastructure.

Third, we evaluate the server utilization caused by RSS,

FAS and our solution. We calculate the average server utiliza-

tion as:

1

|S|

∑

srv∈S

makespansrv − idlesrv
makespansrv

where makespansrv is the total schedule length and idlesrv
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is the inactive time of server srv (i.e. server srv has no sched-

uled request). Intuitively, this metric evaluates the amount

of fragmentation of the produced schedules. A high amount

aggregated idle times causes a low resource utilization and

vice versa. A high utilization (close to 100%) indicates that

the proposed solution is closed to optimum.

Figure 10 shows average server utilization for three policies

(RSS, FSA and our solution), and for a number of files varying

between 1000 and 7500. We note that, for each policy, the

server utilization does not vary considerable with the number

of files. Our solution achieves around 95% server utilization in

all cases, which indicates that the produced schedules are close

to optimum. This value represents a considerable improvement

over FAS and RSS, which show an utilization rate of 30% and

51%, respectively.

V. RELATED WORK

In the existing literature we find authors to follow two main

approaches to solve scheduling problems. Some authors focus

on the modeling aspect of the problem and the definition of

heuristics to obtain optimum or closely optimum results. On

the other hand, other authors propose to use parallel solvers

to speed up the solving process.

Jain and Meeran [10] overview different approaches to solve

the general job shop problem. In our case, we focus on the

specific requirements of the data transfer scheduling problem.

In this sense, Nguyen [1] proposes an optimization approach to

provision servers in an overlay distribution network. We share

some similarities with this work, but we include intermediate

file transfers among servers, prior to distributing files to final

users. Banerjee et al. [11] and Carpen-Amarie et al. [12]

propose different heuristics to schedule data transfers based

on resource reservation.

Anderson et al. [13] and Hall et al. [14] base their approach

in a variation of the edge coloring problem. Both works con-

sider the transfer of files, but make two significant assumptions

not considered by our modeling. First, they assume all files



have the same size. While a file can be split into equal sized

chunks, this has a negative impact in the average makespan

per file, as chunk transfers may not be scheduled contiguously.

Additionally, all elements in the system are considered to

have the same available bandwidth, thus making all transfers

requiring the same time in the schedule. In our case, we are

interested in modeling a more realistic scenario, and therefore,

we consider files to have different sizes, and each machine may

have a different available bandwidth.

Other authors, formulate the scheduling problem assigning

utilization rates to the interconnection links. In [15], the

authors propose a multi-objective optimization approach to

replicate files in an overlay network. They consider that links

are permanently used at a certain read and write rate. While

this approach may be suitable for a streaming system, it does

not provide a schedule of when the files are available at what

machine.

Other studies focus on improving performance by intro-

ducing parallel solvers. Eleyat and Natvig [16], propose an

optimized parallel solver leveraging the special capabilities

of a Cell processor. Smelyanskiy et al. [17] present an op-

timization of the interior-point methods for large-scale chip

multiprocessor systems. Budiu et al. [18] describe an al-

ternative implementation of a distributed branch-and-bound

solver. While the work presented in this paper can further

benefit from these works, we focus on providing a generic

methodology which can distribute the solving process across

a set of machines and does not require either any change at

solver level or specific hardware.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we present a methodology for efficiently

solving the file transfer scheduling problem. As the general file

transfer scheduling problem is shown to be NP-complete, we

propose a computationally tractable solution, which consists

of four main steps. First, we reformulate the NP-complete

objective-based optimization as a relaxed feasibility problem.

Second, we introduce an approximation algorithm, which

allows to relax the optimization problem based on a cus-

tomizable factor. Third, we allow for partial schedules to be

solved in parallel. Fourth, we merge partial schedules into a

final solution. Our approach has been fully implemented into

a distribution solution based on Hadoop and IBM ILOG Suite

linear programming solver.

The evaluation section demonstrates that our solution pro-

duces transfer schedules in a computational tractable way.

We show that, compared to other commonly used request

scheduling policies our approach considerably reduces the

schedule makespan and improves the server miss rate and

server utilization. Finally, the server utilization of 95% indi-

cates that our solution produces close-to-optimal schedules.

In the future we plan to extend our distributed transfer

scheduling methodology to allow for elastic provisioning of

servers in order to address fluctuating demands. For this, we

will rely on our predictive and reactive mechanisms for elastic

server infrastructures [19], [20]. Additionally, we plan to study

different methods of merging our offline schedule with online

requests.
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